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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, RALPH. DERBYSHIRE,
a citizen of the United States, residing at
Fall River, in the county of Bristol and
State of Massachusetts, have invented a new
and useful Folding Foot-Rest, of which the
following is a specification.
The present invention appertains to fur
niture, and aims to provide a novel and im
O proved folding foot rest, stool, or kindred
support, embodying a top, and a pair of
legs and a spreader hinged to the top to
be folded thereagainst whereby the spreader
may be swung between the legs to hold them
5 separated, in combination with unique means
operable to hold the legs against the top
when the device is folded, and for also hold
ing the spreader in active position, in order
that the present device or structure may be
20 conveniently erected and folded, and held
in either position.
It is also within the scope of the inven
tion, to provide a folding foot rest or stool
of comparatively simple, compact and inex
25 pensive construction, and which will be con
venient, serviceable, practical and efficient
in use, the present structure being capable
of use as a table, bench, or other support, as
well as a foot rest or stool, and is to be con
30 sidered broadly as a support for various
purposes.
With the foregoing and other objects in
view which will appear as the description
proceeds, the invention resides in the combi
35 nation and arrangement of parts and in the
details of construction hereinafter described
and claimed, it being understood that
changes in the precise embodiment of the
invention herein disclosed, can be made
40 within the scope of what is claimed, without
departing from the spirit of the invention.
In the drawings accompanying this speci
fication and forming a part thereof, the pre
ferred embodiment of my invention is illus
45 trated, in which:Figure 1 is a view in perspective of the
improved folding foot stool in erected posi
tion. Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the
same in a folded position, parts being broken
50 away.
The stool or foot rest embodies a top or
board 3 having legs 4 hinged thereto by
hinges 5. The under surface of the board
or foot rest is provided with the transverse
55 grooves 6 within which the upper edges of
the legs fit when the latter are in active or

unfolded position as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Suitable reinforcing rods 7 extend longitu
dinally within the top 3 over the grooves 6
and brace the same at those points which are
weakened by the transverse grooves 6. The
legs are adapted to be swung toward each
other against the top when the device is
folded, in order that the device may be read

ily carried or stored within a small encom
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pass.

A longitudinal recess 8 is provided in the
bottom of the top 3 and is adapted to re
ceive the spreader 9 therein which is hinged

to the top or board by the hinges 10. The
Spreader is of Such size as to extend between
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the legs when the latter are swung apart to
Open position and holds the same in place
and prevents their accidental collapse. The
spreader is adapted to be folded within the 75
recess 8, when the device is folded, so that
the legs may be swung against the spreader,
as well as the top or board 3, as seen in
Fig. 2.
A ring 11 is pivoted or connected loosely 80
to the spreader by means of a staple 12 and
provides a handle, so that the spreader may
be readily withdrawn from the recess 8, to
assume the active position illustrated in
Fig. 1.
85
A latch C is carried by the top 3 and is
operable to engage the legs when they are
swung against the top, to hold the parts in
folded position, and is also operable to hold
the spreader in active position when it is 90
Swung to hold the legs separated, and to this
end the latch C embodies a bar or strip 13
having one end pivoted to the bottom of the
top or board 3, by means of a screw or other
pivot element 14. The free end portion of 95.
the latch is offset away from the top 3, to
provide an arm 15 projecting away from
the pivot element 14 and top 3, and having
the head 16, which is offset away from the
top 3, and which forms the free end portion 100
of the latch. The head 16 is provided at its
opposite edges with notches 17 for the en
gagement of the Swingable ring 11 carried
by the spreader 9, so that when the latch C
is swung to one position so as to project to 105
ward the spreader, the ring 11 of the
spreader may be engaged to one of the
notches 17 for holding the spreader in active
position.
The lower ends of the legs 4 are cut away 110
or recessed, as at 18, to accommodate the
latch C and ring 11 when the device is
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folded, as seen in Fig. 2, it being noted that
When the legs are swung against the top,
the recesses 18 coöperate to provide an open
ing for receiving the ring 11 and latch C.
This also enables the latch to be swung
away from the spreader to a reversed posi
tion, whereby the side edge portions 19 of

having means for engagement with the latch
2. A stool comprising a top, legs hinged
thereto to Swing toward each other against
the top, a spreader hinged to the top be
tween the legs and adapted to be swung to

opening 18-18, for holding the legs against
From the foregoing, it will be obvious
that the latch is adapted to be reversed,
whereby it is adapted to hold the spreader

legs having recesses for accommodating the
latch when the legs are swung against the
top, and whereby when the latch is swung 60
in one direction, the free end portion is
adapted to overlap the adjacent ends of the
legs for holding them in position adjacent
the top, the free end portion of the latch and
the spreader having interengageable means 65
whereby when the latch is swung toward the
spreader and the spreader Swung to active
position, the latch may hold the spreader in
place.
3. A stool comprising a top, legs hinged 70
thereto to swing toward each other against .
the top, a spreader hinged to the top be
tween the legs and adapted to be swung to
hold the legs separated, a reversible latch
pivoted to the top and having its free end 75
portion offset away from the top, and a
ring connected loosely to the spreader, the
legs having recesses for accommodating the
latch and ring when the legs are swung
against the top, and whereby the latch may 80
be swung to one position so that its free
end portion will overlap the adjacent ends
of the legs for holding the legs against
the top, the free end portion of the latch 85
having means for the engagement of the
said ring when the latch is swung toward
the spreader and the spreader swung to
active position, so that the latch will hoid
the spreader in place.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing 90
as my own, I have hereto affixed my signa
ture in the presence of two witnesses.

device.

hold the legs separated, and a reversible
the head 16 of the latch may overlap the ad atch pivoted to the top and having its free
jacent ends of the legs 4 at one side of the end portion offset away from the top, the
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the top.

9 in active position at one position of the
latch, and whereby the latch when swung
to its other position, is adapted for hold
ing the legs 4 against the top 3. The single
latch device thus serves the dual function
20 of holding the spreader in active position,
and the legs in folded position adjacent the
top, whereby the structure is rendered as
simple and convenient as possible, and is
otherwise of advantage.
25
A handle H is secured to one edge of
the top or board and enables the device to
be readily and conveniently handled or car
ried about. The handle is so located that
the latch projects downwardly when the
30 folded structure is lifted or carried by the
handle H, so that the latch will be less
liable to Swing out of engagement from the
aving thus fully described my inven
35 tion, what I claim is:1. A stool comprising a top, legs hinged
thereto to Swing toward each other against
the top, a spreader hinged to the top be
tween the legs and adapted to be swung
40 to hold the legs separated, and a reversible
latch pivoted to the top and adapted to be
swung to one position to engage the legs
when they are swung against the top, to
hold the parts in folded position, and adapt
45 ed to be swung to another position to co
operate with the spreader and hold the
spreader in active position when it is swung
to hold the legs separated, the spreader
5
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RAPH. DERBYSHRE.

Witnesses:

ALVIN G. WEEKs,

EUCLIDE. J. LENARD.

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Paters,
Washington, D.C.'
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